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     The recent need for developing new kinds of small unmanned air vehicles with greater endurance, better
control, and hover-ability drives research efforts of many scientists and engineers. This research deals with
the analysis of the flapping-wing motion of micro air vehicles (MAVs). Flapping flight is a complex problem
that cannot be resolved using a classical steady-wing approach.
     To study flapping-wing motion involves nonlinear structural analysis that has to be coupled with
unsteady fluid mechanics analysis. In this research, a flapping motion is simulated using a fully nonlinear
finite element modeling code, GESA. The unsteady aerodynamic loads are estimated using the modified
strip theory of DeLaurier with improvements by Han. Moreover, in-flight dynamic wing deformations are
experimentally measured using an eight-camera real-time digital motion analysis system. 
     Numerical and experimental results indicate that flapping-wing dynamics is very complicated and is
primarily dominated by the unsteady aerodynamic loads. Hence, a reverse design process is recommended
that includes optimization of the time-varying aerodynamic loads with pre-assumed time-varying wing
geometries.
     This research offers a perspective into progress and challenges associated with the design of micro air
vehicles. Today, information is readily available, however, not in a systematic way. This research attempts
to systematize some particularly useful information for MAV development. It also presents a new
experimental approach for the development of MAVs that can also be used in other areas of engineering
where dynamic results are required. Finally, this research utilizes a fully nonlinear finite element analysis
coupled with an aerodynamic solution technique to investigate the deformation of a wing during flapping
flight.


